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Most Valuable Brands

Rank Brand Value (Billions)

1. Apple $ 104.3

2. Microsoft $ 56.7

3. Coca Cola $ 54.9

4. IBM $ 50.7

5. Google $ 47.3

6. McDonald’s $ 39.4

7. GE $ 34.2

8. Intel $ 30.9

9. Samsung $ 29.5

10. Louis Vuitton
$ 28.4  
Forbes, November 2013



What is Intellectual Property?

 A product of intellect that can have 

commercial value – with legal 

attributes

 Can encompass ideas, expression of 

ideas, business images, 

manufacturing products, processes 

and machines, goodwill, business 

methods, computer programs, and 

much more



Mechanisms for Protecting 

Intellectual Property Assets

Patent 

Trademark

Copyright

Trade Secret

Contract



PATENT TRADEMARK COPYRIGHT

Covers? Functional or ornamental 

aspects of an idea

Name/symbol associated 

with product or service

Expression of an idea

How 

obtained?

Federal grant Federal registration Federal registration

Rights 

Granted?

Excluded others from:

- making

- using

- selling

- offering for sale

- importing

Exclude others from 

using confusingly similar 

trademark

Exclusive right to:

- reproduce work

- prepare derivative 

work

- distribute copies

- public performance

- public display

Term? Utility or plant –

20 years from  

filing

Design –

15 years from

issuance

10 years –

Renewable   

forever if in use

still

Life of author plus 70 years 

unless a work for hire



Trademark Subject Matter

 “Word, name, symbol or device . . . 

used by a person to identify and 

distinguish the goods of that person.”



Trademark Subject Matter

 “Words”

 “Symbol”
 “Device”



Trademark Rights
Prevent others from using a “confusingly 

similar” mark



Copyright Subject Matter

 “[O]riginal works of authorship fixed in any 

tangible medium of expression . . . .”



Copyright Subject Matter

Literary 
Works

Musical Works

Sound Recordings

Dramatic 
Works Pantomimes and 

Choreographic 
Works

Motion 
Pictures



Infringement?



Infringement?



Infringement?



Source of U.S. Patent Law

 Patent Law is Constitutional Law
 Article I, Section 8, Clause 8: “Congress shall have the power to … 

promote the Progress of Science and the useful Arts by securing 
for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to 
their respective Writings and Discoveries”

 Patent Act 
 United States Code (U.S.C.), Title 35

 Administrative Rules 
 Code of Federal Regulations, Title 37  

 Rules of Practice – Manual of Patent Examining Procedure

 Bargain
 Term of Exclusivity in exchange for Description of Invention (and 

Ultimate Dedication to Public)



Inventorship

Who can apply for a U.S. Patent?

 Inventor(s) (or Applicant)

Who is an inventor?

Who owns a Patent Application or 

Patent?



Inventorship

“Inventorship” comprises a higher standard 

than “authorship”

Each “inventor” must make some 

contribution to the conception of the 

invention
 Requires more than a “bare idea”

 Must be a particular solution to a problem at hand, not just a 

general goal or research plan

 Supplying background data or general information is not 

enough

 Merely following instructions of another in performing 

experiments is not enough



Why is Inventorship Important?

Once a patent issues, its list of 
inventors is presumed to be correct

The list of inventors can be corrected if 
only through an inadvertent error and 
not deceptive intent, a true inventor is 
not named in an issued patent

A patent failing to list all of the true 
inventors can be invalidated



Who owns a Patent Application 

or Patent?
Inventor(s)

35 U.S.C. 262

In the absence of any agreement to the contrary, each of

the joint owners of a patent may make, use, offer to sell,

or sell the patented invention within the United States, or

import the patented invention into the United States,

without the consent of and without accounting to the

other owners.

Assignee

Duty to Assign



University Ownership Of Patents

Bayh-Dole Act – 1980

 created uniform patent policy among 

federal agencies funding research

 allows small businesses and non-

profits, including universities, to retain 

title to federally funded inventions



Types of Patents

Utility Patents - functional features

Design Patents - ornamental features of
appearance

Plant Patents - new varieties of
asexually reproduced plants



Utility Patent Example



Utility Patent Subject Matter



Plant Patent Example



Design Patent Example



Patent Eligible Subject Matter
“Anything under the sun made by man”

Patent Eligible Non-Patent Eligible

•Processes

•Machines

•Articles of Manufacture

•Compositions of Matter

•Methods of Doing Business**

•Laws of Nature

•Physical Phenomena

•Abstract Idea

•A Newly Discovered Mineral

•A new Plant Found in the Wild



Requirements for Patentability

 Invention must be:
 Useful (“utility”)

 New (“novelty”)

 Not obvious

 Disclosure Requirements:
 Teach how to make and use invention 

(“enablement”)

 Provide a written description of the invention

 Disclose the best mode known by inventor for 
practicing the invention



Utility

Generally easy to meet

Can be an issue for early genomics  

inventions 

Nucleic acid or protein sequences with 

unknown function 



Novelty
 The invention must be new (“novel”) as 

compared with the “prior art” 

Work by third parties as well as inventor’s own 

publicly disclosed work (i.e., non-confidential)

Inventor’s own forward-looking statements in 

previous publications can defeat novelty

In the US, one year grace period for inventor’s 

own disclosures; absolute novelty in most other 

countries



Confidential Information?

 Journal articles?

 Advertisements, and marketing literature?

 Data on an internet site available to the general 

public?

 Grants?

 A single copy of a dissertation catalogued in a 

university library?

 A poster presentation?

 An oral presentation?



Nonobviousness

Public Policy:  Should not burden the public with 
patents for obvious variations (e.g., numerous 
“thin” patents resulting in “patent flooding”)

Proposed Subject Matter

Differences

Prior ArtPrior ArtPrior Art



Disclosure Requirements

Written Description 

Enablement

Best Mode

“The specification shall contain a written description of the invention, 
and of the manner and process of making and using it, in such full, 
clear, concise, and exact terms as to enable any person skilled in the 
art to which it pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected, to 
make and use the same, and shall set forth the best mode 
contemplated by the inventor of carrying out his invention.” 35 U.S.C. §

112



Should You Patent Your Invention?

 Is the invention commercially valuable?
 Identify competition

 How active is the field?

 Does technology in the field evolve quickly?

 Can you police the relevant market?
 Can you identify infringers by examining literature and 

the appropriate marketplaces?

 Are effective remedies available?

 The patent system is not designed as a 
system for recognition or reward of 
outstanding scientific discovery or 
achievement



Provisional Patent Application
 Attributes

 No examination

 Abandoned after 12 Months

 Basis for priority of Non-provisional application

 Requirements
 Identify as Provisional

 Specification complying with §112
 “Adequate Disclosure”

 Purpose
 Secure a filing date

 Advantages
 Avoid Patent Bar

 Patent Pending

 Limit upfront patent application investment

 Disadvantages
 Delay

 Increase overall Patent Application Investment



 Attributes
 Document that may mature into a Patent

 Requirements
 Specification

 Enabling 

 Support all Claims

 Best Mode

 Drawings – if necessary to understand invention

 Claim

 Purpose
 Obtain patent protection

 Advantages
 Accelerate process of obtaining issued patent

 Patent Pending

 Limit overall patent application investment

 Disadvantages
 Risk of Negative Prior Art Surfacing

 Increase Upfront Patent Application Investment

Non-provisional Patent Application



Prosecution
What to Expect after an Application is Filed

 First Non-final Office Action 
 About 2-3 year after filing non-provisional

 §103 obviousness rejections common

 Additional Office Actions
 Final 

 Notice of Allowance

 Patent Issues
 About 3-5 years after filing non-provisional

 Maintain Patent



Rights of a Patent Owner
 Right to Exclude others from Making, Using, 

Offering for Sale, or Selling the patented invention 
during the term of the patent.

 Term - about 20 years from filing date.

 Jurisdictional – a patent issued by Country A only 
protects activities touching Country A, and does not 
extend to activities within Country B.

 NO grant of right to practice the patented invention, 
and NO grant to practice the patented inventions of 
others



Rights of a Patent Owner



3D Printing
Can you patent a 3D printed article of 

manufacture? Process?

Novel?

Non-obvious?

Using 3D printing to print known 

articles.

Risk of Infringement? Direct? 

 Inducement to Infringe?



IP Checklist

 Invest in intellectual property protection.

 Trademark Searches and Applications

Simple and inexpensive

Patent Applications

More complex and expensive 

Patent early and often

 Make use of confidentiality/non-disclosure 
agreements.

 Include IP clauses in employment 
agreements.



IP Checklist

 Build portfolio around contemplated 
commercial products, and expand scope 
beyond to limit activities of competitors.

 Do your due diligence.

 Adjust protection strategy to meet changing 
needs.  Communication between IP counsel, 
inventors, business/officers,  marketing, and 
other involved parties.

 Police and enforce rights.
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